Abstract.
In this article, it is shown that the group of automorphisms of the free metabelian group 0(n) of rank n > 4 is not only finitely generated but in fact every automorphism of <!>(«) is induced by an automorphism of the free group of the same rank n. This contrasts sharply with the authors' earlier result [4] that any set of generators of the group of automorphisms of the free metabelian group <J>(3) of rank 3 contains infinitely many automorphisms which are not induced by an automorphism of the free group of rank 3. 0. Introduction. Contrary to original expectations, we prove the following result (which has been announced elsewhere [2] ):
Theorem A. For n > 4, each automorphism of the free metabelian group $(«) = F(n)/F(n)" of rank n is induced by an automorphism of the free group F(n) of rank n.
As a corollary we have
Corollary to Theorem A. For n > 4, the group Aut($(«)) of all automorphisms of<b(n)is finitely generated.
Thus, the structure of Aut($(«)), n > 4, is radically different from that of Aut(<£(3)). However, the study of matrix groups over polynomial rings suggested the possibility of such contrasting behavior as a naturally expected pattern. To put matters in proper perspective and to present a better understanding of Theorem A, we state two theorems. The first theorem presages the second, and the second theorem is a widening of Theorem A to incorporate the previously known results for Aut(0(2)) and Aut($(3)).
Theorem 0.1. Let sx,...,sr(r^2)be commuting indeterminates over Z, the ring of integers.
(a) GLx(Z[sx, if1,... ,sr, sf1]) = ±A(r), where A(r) is the multiplicative group generated by sx,... ,sr, i.e., GL^Z^, if1,... ,sr, if1]) has only the trivial or obvious units.
(b) [3] Any generating set for GL2(Z[i1; if1,... ,sr, if1]) contains infinitely many elements which are not in the subgroup GE2(Z[il5 if1,... ,sr, if1]) generated by the set of all elementary 2x2 matrices and all invertible diagonal 2x2 matrices.
(c) (Suslin [7] ) For m ^ 3, GLm(Z[il5 si1,... ,sr, s '1] ) is generated by the set of all elementary (m X m) matrices and all invertible diagonal (m X m) matrices, i.e., GLm(z[i,, si1,...,sr, if1]) = GEm(z[i,, si1,...,s" if1]).
Theorem 0.2. (a) [1] Aut($ (2)) is an extension of the group of inner automorphisms of <b (2) by GL2(Z). Consequently, each automorphism of $ (2) is induced by an automorphism of F (2) , and Aut(3>(2)) contains only the trivial or obvious elements.
(b) [4] Any generating set for Aut($(3)) contains infinitely many automorphisms which are not induced by automorphisms of F(3).
(c) For n > 4, each automorphism of<P(n)is induced by an automorphism of F(n).
Thus for n > 2, GL"_1(Z[i1, if1,... ,sr, s~1]) and Aut(<!>(«)) play analogous roles as do the elements of GE"_1(Z[i1, if1,... ,sr, if1]) and the induced automorphisms of $(«).
Theorems 0.1 and 0.2 motivate the problem of discovering other settings in which the same type of theorem holds. Intriguing candidates are the automorphism groups of the free groups in the variety of abelian-by-nilpotent groups or the variety of solvable groups, the automorphism groups of free algebras over a field, and the automorphism groups of polynomial rings over a field. This last setting is perhaps the most promising because of its close analogy to the groups in Theorem 0.2. We refer to [5] for a more detailed discussion of this case.
The organization of this paper is as follows: §1 contains a table of notation and background material about the relevant automorphism groups-mainly several theorems of Magnus. §2 contains an outline of the proof of Theorem B (Theorem B is a reformulation of Theorem A). §3 contains results to the effect that various automorphisms of $(«) of special types are induced by automorphisms of F(n). Some important results of Suslin are also in this section. §4 is devoted entirely to one lemma-appropriately called the Main Lemma. It is a technical lemma which again states that automorphisms of <b(n) of a special form are induced by automorphisms of F(n). The completion of the proof of Theorem B is in the final §5.
Our proofs of the Main Lemma and all the numbered propositions from §2 onward (with the sole exception of Proposition 3.1) require the hypothesis that the rank n > 4. The results in [4] assure the falsity of almost all, if not all, of these results if n < 4.
1. Notation and background. F(n) = free group of rank n. <&(«) = F(n)/F(n)" = free metabelian group of rank n with basisxx,.. .,xn. A(n) = F(n)/F(n)' = $(/i)/4>(«)' = free abelian group of rank n with basis ip... ,i", where st = x,4>(«)'.
Aut(G) = group of all automorphisms of the group G. IA-Aut(G) = group of all automorphisms of G which induce the identity map on G/G' = group of all IA -automorphisms of G.
Z[A(n)] = Z[ij, if 1,...,i", if1] = integral group ring of A(n). Oj = Sj -l,UjO.
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GLn(R) = group of all invertible n X n matrices over the commutative ring R. SLn(R) = subgroup of GLn(R) of all matrices with determinant 1. Ejj(n) = n X n matrix with 1 in (i, /') position and zeros elsewhere.
[/" + aEjj], i =£ j and a cz R, is called an elementary matrix over R. En(R) = subgroup of SL"(.R) generated by all elementary matrices over R. e{ = /i-tuple with 1 in the ith coordinate and zeros elsewhere (the value n will be clear from the context). W = transpose of rc-tuple u when viewed as a 1 X n matrix. Unimodular row over R = n-tuple with entries in the ring R which generate R as a module.
jzc'(n) = the subgroup of GLn(Z[A(n)]) of all matrices (a,,) which represent IA -automorphisms of <b(n), or, equivalently, which satisfy the conditions £"_iO,flj, = Oj, 1 <; < «. 9S(n) = the subgroup of jtf(n) which represent IA -automorphisms of <&(«) induced by IA -automorphisms of F(n). FiJk(n), i < j and i, j, k distinct, = then X n matrix with Oj in the (i, k) position, -a, in the (j, k) position and zeros elsewhere. Fjjj(n), i <j, = the n X n matrix with -a-in the (i, j) position, a; in the (j, j) position and zeros elsewhere. As an immediate corollary to Theorem B we have the following restatement of Theorem A.
Theorem A'. If n > 4, then the natural map Aut(F(«)) -» Aut(<P(«)) is surjective, i.e., each automorphism of<J>(n) is induced by an autormorphism ofF(n).
Proof of Theorem A'. We assume Theorem B. Then, we have the commutative diagram with exact rows and columns:
Theorem B easily follows. □ Let 98(h) denote the image of the map IA-Aut(F(n)) -> IA-Aut(<l>(n)) = s£(n).
Magnus [6] gave a set of generators for IA-Aut(F(n)). We shall give the corresponding set of generators of 98(n). Proposition 1.1. 88(n) is generated by the set of all matrices of the following types: I" + Fljk(n), i < j and i, j, k distinct; I" + FtjJ(h), i < j; and I" + Fjjt(n), i < j. □ 2. Outline of proof of Theorem B. For the remainder of this paper, n > 4. Let a = In + (djj) cz s&(n). There is v,l < v < n, such that
If v < n, we shall show that there is 
where T" and S" axe the results of setting a"+1 = ■ • • = a" = 0 in T" and 5", respectively.
In order to show that there is e" g J'(n) n GL"(Z[j4(w)], Lj=rOjZ[A(n)]) such that when we set a" + 1 = • • • = a" = 0 in e" we obtain e" = Sf lTf 1a, we need the Main Lemma. Any element ofs/(n) of the form°n
is contained in 98(n).
Let Bv = T^Sfe,, g ^(«). If we set a"+1 = • • • = an = 0 in /?f 1a, we obtain j8ff la = In, whence we can conclude that B;xa cz jnf(n) n GL"
3. Preliminary results. The reader is reminded of the assumption that n > 4. Although Proposition 3.1 is valid for n > 2, the remaining propositions need the hypothesis that n > 4.
The first result will give information about the entries of a matrix in jtf(n). et denotes the w-tuple with 1 in the ith coordinate and zeros elsewhere. We use induction on n, the case n = 2 being straightforward. We write
where ain g Z[A(n)], and M-l (ax,...,a") + £ ain(one,-o,e") = (ax + a"ax",...,a"_x + a"af"_X)",0).
1=1
From (3.1), ax(ax + anaXn) + -• ■ + ff"_1(a"_1 + ana("_1)n) = 0. By induction, (ax + onaXn,... ,an_x + o"a(n_X)n) is a linear combination over Z[A(n)] of the n-tuples ore, -a,e7, 1 < i < / < n -1, and we are done. □ The next three propositions give us three classes of matrices which are contained in 98(n). If u is a w-tuple over a ring R, then u' will denote the transpose of u, where u is regarded as a 1 X n matrix over R. Proof. Since (Fijk(n))2 = 0, [/" + aFik(n)] is additive in a, and therefore it is sufficent to prove the proposition when a cz A(n).
Let (a^f) be an invertible n X n matrix with inverse (b ). Then
We assume [/" + aFijk(n)\ cz 98(n) and shall show that [/" + as,±1Fjjk(n)] e 98(n) for any /.
If we let (b^) = [I" + F^n)]*1 when / < k or (b^) = [I" + F^n)]*1 when / > k, then
We will be done if we show that Proof. By symmetry we may assume the last column is nontrivial. Let°2
where the form of the last column of a follows from Proposition 3.1. det a cz ±A(n). If we set ax = ■ • ■ = on_x = 0, then we obtain a matrix of determinant 1. Thus, it is clear that det a G A(n -1). Each [I" + Fjnn(n)] is contained in 9S(n) and has determinant st. By multiplying a by a suitable product of the [/" + Finn(n)] if necessary, we may assume det o = 1. Thus,
Since all the factors are in 98(n) by Proposition 3.2, a is in 98(n). □ Each factor of the product is in 98(n), whence the product is in^(n). □ The next proposition is a minor extension of an important result of Suslin [8] which is partially based on the work of Vaserstein [9] . A unimodular row over a ring R is a /c-tuple over R whose coordinates generate R as an /{-module. 
ii contained in 98(n).
The set of elements of the form (4.1) is a subgroup of s/(n), and we have a homomorphism of this subgroup onto GLn_x(Z[A(n)], a"Z[^(«)]) which maps the matrix (4.1) onto the matrix [/,-i+W].
Rather than work with the larger matrices (4.1), we will deal with the matrices (4.2) and make the following definition. An invertible (n-l)X(n-l) matrix (c,y) will be called induced if it can be completed to a matrix in 98(n) of the form 
Proof. By the Remark after Proposition 3.5, GLn_x(Z[A(n)],anZ[A(n)]
) is generated by the set of all matrices of the form [/"_, + onh(fet + ge,)' -(ge,. -/«,)]
where i < j and/, g, h cz Z[A(n)]. The proof that these generators (4.3) are induced is quite tedious and lengthy and will be done in several stages. For the sake of simplicity as well as clarity we will restrict ourselves to the case n = 4. As the proof proceeds, it will become clear that the case n > 4 is the same in principle as n = 4. The point is that the general matrix in GLn_x(Z[A(n)]) of the form (4.3) involves only two distinct indices 1 < i, j < (n -1). Hence, the case n = 4 already illustrates all the essential possibilities which occur. By using n = 4, we avoid matrices with blocks of zeros.
We first change from the consideration of matrices of form We are now ready to prove that matrices of form (4.6) of a more general type are Using the preceding methods, we can also easily verify that the following matrices are induced: License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Combining the above results and using the symmetry of sx, s2, and s3, we have that, for 1 < k < 4, Up to this point, we have demonstrated that special cases of the matrices (4.6), namely (4.11) and (4.12), are induced. These cases may be considered as the beginning of an induction procedure. We are now ready to prove that the matrices (4) (5) (6) [/3 + 04(/e, + fgej)'(-ge, + e,)], i *j, axe induced for arbitrary/, g in Z[^4 (4)]. The process used will be referred to as the " induction procedure".
Let g = gx + g2. Then, for i = l,j = 2, (4.6) becomes The second and fourth factors in this last product are induced. Thus, if we know that the first and third factors of this product are induced, (4.15) would be induced, whence (4.14) would be induced, whence (4.13) would be induced. A similar procedure holds for any 1 andy such that 1 =£ j in (4.6). Therefore, the completion of the proof that (4.6) is induced is now clear. We prove (4.6) is induced when g is an integer by induction on g, beginning with (4.12). Then, we prove (4.6) is induced successively for g = r + hxa,, g = r + h,a, + h2a2, g = r + h,a, + h2a2 + h3a3, and g = r + h,a, + h2a2 + h3a3 + h4a4 where r cz Z and •
Since by virtue of (5.2) the first factor of the product satisfies condition (1.1) and has at most one nontrivial column, it is in 98(n) by Proposition 3.3. Moreover, the Proof. In our notation, we need to prove that srf(n) = 98(n). To this end, let aczjrf(n).
By applying Proposition 5.2 successively, we have the existence of elements Bx,... ,Bn cz 9S(n) such that B;1---B2-1Bi1aczGLlz[A(n)], £ OjZ[A(n)]), \ j-v+l I v = 1,2,..,,n. In particular, B~l ■ ■ ■ B^a = In, whence a cz 98(n). □
